To minimize fluid losses and associated formation damage in an offshore deepwater well, a major operator needed to maintain optimum overbalance at the formation. The traditional method was to drop and control the fluid levels in the riser annulus.

Conventional measurement techniques, such as echo meters, had proved problematic in accurately measuring riser fluid level, and in providing the real-time updates required to manage inflow proactively. Fast updates are particularly needed during perforation and acidization operations, when fluid levels need continual monitoring. Additionally, any in-well tools had to be fullbore to allow the passage of wireline tools needed to operate a formation isolation valve.

Working with Baker Hughes, a GE company (BHGE), the operator’s engineers decided to deploy the XACT™ downhole acoustic telemetry service—a technology they have been helping to develop—to more reliably and safely control fluid levels to minimize reservoir damage. Integrated measurement and acoustic telemetry nodes were positioned in the riser at 3,500 ft and 7,500 ft (1066 and 2286 m) below the rotary table. Bore and annulus pressure data was acquired and displayed at surface to determine the top of the mud column relative to the rig floor, and hence the volume of mud above the tools. Data was transmitted every 25 seconds throughout the operation, enabling the operator’s engineers to safely monitor the well through all operations, including tripping in and out of the well. The XACT service was deployed both during the tubing conveyed perforating (TCP) gun run and the upper completion installation.

Knowing the position of the fluid top in real time allowed the operator to proactively manage the losses by maintaining the fluid level approximately 4,000 ft (1219 m) below the rotary table. This applied a known overbalance on the reservoir, which minimized loss rates and potential formation damage due to excessive overbalance and high loss rates. Continuous measurement enabled timely adjustments as loss rates changed before and after perforation, and during the subsequent acid wash and mini-frac operations.

Challenges
- Observe, control pressures downhole
- Minimize losses and avoid reservoir damage
- Control fluid levels several thousands of feet below rig floor to lower hydrostatic head

Results
- Provided downhole pressure data with a 98% telemetry uptime in real time during completion operations
- Minimized customer risk, improved efficient of operations and avoided reservoir damage
Comparison of the distributed measurements from the two XACT tools showed a partial blockage forming between the tools, identified as hydrate buildup. Fluid levels were then modified to increase pressure on the reservoir to minimize this effect, later removed by glycol prior to future operations.

The operator successfully engineered and safely completed an operation that would never have been attempted without the continuous fluid level monitoring provided by the XACT service.

Real-time results are shown as the dotted blue line offset over memory data. As the annulus is filled, pressure increases on the reservoir and losses increase. When the fluid level drops, loss rates decrease. Real-time fluid level monitoring allowed the well to be in a controlled, balanced state maintaining a fixed overbalance to maintain safe barriers but minimize fluid loss and potential reservoir damage.